
What is the relationship between the legislative branch and the mass media
There is a unique relationship between the legislature and the media. The media is very important for legislative as it can influence legislation and legislative
initiatives.

The media is a powerful tool if used in the right way and knowledgeably. They can be a powerful ally and contributor to a better outcome of legislative
decisions/initiatives.

The media often affect the law as they  make report on trials, sentencing and other legal matters.

Conclusively. in some states, the relationship between media and government is bilateral relationship.

Learn more from

brainly.com/question/13970130

Opinions of the public helps the government and politicians know what is important to the citizens. So, with that being said the relationship between the mass
media and the legislative branch is that the media helps our congressmen know our opinions and whats important to us. That helps them make smarter decisions
that benefit us, them, and the nation.

The quality and usefulness of the users experience when interacting with the website best defines
Which explains why the graphs of geometric sequences are a series of unconnected points rather than a smooth curve? The range contains only natural numbers.
The domain contains only natural numbers.
Exponential bases must be whole numbers.
Initial values must be whole numbers.
The Senate power of advice and consent does not apply to A. executive orders.
B. ambassadors.
C. the chief justice.
D. federal judges.
Louis reacts to the news of her husband's death first with ____ then with ____ . A grief exaltation B. self -pity ;anger C. Fear;acceptance D joy; despair
The belief that the odds of two events occurring together are greater than the odds of either event occurring alone is the representativeness heuristic



gambler's fallacy
availability heuristic
conjunction fallacy
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Which is greater 30.30 or 30.03 <,>,=
An auto transport truck holds 12 cars. A car dealer plans to bring in 1,150 new cars in June and July. If an auto transport truck is filled for each delivery, except
for the last one, how many full truckloads are needed and how many cars will be in the last truck? 95 full truckloads with 12 cars on the 96th truck 96 full
truckloads with 10 cars on the 97th truck 960 full truckloads with 10 cars on the 961st truck 95 full truckloads with 10 cars on the 96th truck
Why is it harder for the earth to recover from some natural disasters now? A) Human influence may compound the damage.

B) The natural disasters have gotten worse.

C) This statement is not true.

D)The natural disasters all happen at the same time these days.
What is 9 2/5-8 1/3 I need to know for math tomorrow
Why should we breath only through the nose and not through the mouth?
Brianna has 4 pink bracelets one third of all her bracelets are pink how many bracelets does Brianna have
The correct spelling of the medical term meaning tumor of striated muscle (benign) is
Unlimited liability means a. stockholders can borrow money from the business. b. there is no limit on the amount an owner can borrow. c. the business can
borrow money for any type of purchase. d. the owner is responsible for all business debts. e. creditors will absorb any loss from nonpayment of debt.
Why do student need to know the basic of geometric figures in geometry
?
Which rotation maps point K(8,-6) to K(-6, -8)?
. In act 1, the reader learns that Hermia's father refuses to allow her to marry Lysander. What do Hermia and Lysander plan to do to counteract his refusal? End
of exam A. Take their case to Theseus, Duke of Athens. B. Use a potion to convince Hermia's father. C. Go together to talk to Hermia's mother. D. Run away to
be married.
A governor operates in which brand of state government ? A. Legislative
B. Judicial
C. Executive
D. Democratic
How did Republican and Whig ideas affect American colonists
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